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STAMPING WITH VAL.  

 
‘Bags of Style’ 

 
Designed by Valerie Moody; Independent Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator. 

 
A Vintage style Handbag inspired by Cath Kidston 

 

 
 

Using just paper and card, I have created this fabulous vintage style handbag reminiscent of Cath 
Kidston’s designs.  The new Springtime Vintage Designer Series Paper from Stampin’ Up! is perfect 

for this style of bag – and will mean you can present your gift with ‘Bags of Style’! 

 
Supplies: 
 
1 sheet of 12” x 12” Springtime Vintage Designer Series Paper 
7” x 5” piece of Baja Breeze Card stock 
20” of Baja Breeze Seam Binding 
Red Sticky Strip 
SNAIL adhesive 
A scrap of Crumb Cake Card stock 
Art by Design Stamp Set 
Decorative Label Punch 
Not Quite Navy Ink Pad 
1 Stampin’ Dimensional! 
 
Preparation: 
 
You will need to cut your piece of Springtime Vintage paper into the following size pieces: 
 
8.5” x 4” piece (x 2) 
8.5” x 0.5” piece (x 2) 
8.5” x 0.75” piece (x 4) 
2.5” x 3” piece (x 1) 
 
You will also need to score your piece of 7” x 5” piece of Baja Breeze cardstock at 1” all round. 
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Instructions: 
 

1. Take your piece of scored Baja Breeze cardstock and fold along all the score lines.  Now cut 
up just one side of each of the squares formed in the corners.  You should NOT be cutting 
anything off.  Now apply Red Sticky Strip to each of the corner pieces and stick these corners 
up to the sides to form a box. 

2. Take the 2 pieces of 8.5” x 4” paper.  On one, apply Red Sticky Strip to one of the long edges.  
On the other, apply the tape along one of the long edges and up both short sides. 

3. Take the first piece of paper and remove the tape backing.  Stick the bottom of the box you 
made in Step 1 centrally to the very bottom of this piece of paper.  The bottom of the box and 
paper should line up.  Now fold the extra paper round the sides of the box and stick down, 
making sure the bottoms line up again. 

4. Take the second piece of paper and repeat Step 3.  Now remove the tape backing from the 
sides and stick the two pieces of paper together at the sides.  Don’t try and force it straight, it 
makes the paper bulge – just guide it together and you will get a great bag shape. 

5. Take your length of Baja Breeze Seam Binding.  Apply SNAIL adhesive all along the back, 
making sure it’s well covered.  Be careful not to tear it about too much though. 

6. Starting in the middle of the back of your bag, stick the Seam Binding to the top of the bag.  
You want to stick half the seam binding to the outside (you will fold the other half inside for a 
neat finish).  Go all the way around the bag.  When you get back to where you started, trim of 
any excess and fold over the end (seam binding is liable to fray).  Add a little more SNAIL to 
stick this end down. 

7. Now go round the bag folding in the other half of the seam binding onto the inside of the bag. 
8. Take the left over seam binding and the piece of paper 2.5” x 3”.  Stick seam binding as before 

(half either side) along one of the 2.5” edges.  This is for the little pocket on the front of the 
bag. 

9. On the back of this piece of paper, apply Red Sticky Strip down the two 3” sides, keeping it 
tight to the edges. 

10. Now stick this piece of paper to your bag.  Remove the tape backing and match the bottom of 
the paper to the bottom of the bag – front and centre.  Stick in place. 

11. Take the 4 strips of paper 8.5” x 0.75”.  To two of the pieces, apply a very small piece of Red 
Sticky Strip at the very ends.  Now stick the other pieces on so they overlap by about 0.5”.  
You should now have 2 very long strips. 

12. To the two very long strips, apply Red Sticky Strip to each end, going 10cm up from each end. 
13. Remove the backing from one end and stick it to the front of your bag.  It should be about 

0.75” in from the side and cover the edge of the pocket.  Now take the other end and stick this 
on the other side of the pocket, 0.75” in from the edge.  Each end of this handle should be 
stuck on the same side of the bag.  Now repeat for the handle on the other side. 

14. Take the two strips of paper that are 8.5” x 0.5”.  Apply sticky strip along the length on the 
back of both pieces.  Now stick each one around the very bottom of the bag, one on each side. 

15. Take a scrap of Crumb Cake cardstock and punch a Decorative Label from it.  Now feed the 
punched shape back into the side of the punch and punch again forming a smaller label shape. 

16. Stamp the ‘Limited Edition’ stamp from the Art by Design stamp set onto the little label using 
Not Quite Navy ink.  Stick the little label to the pocket on the bag using a Stampin’ 
Dimensional. 

17. You’re done! 
 
 
There are photos of each step on the next couple of pages, for the visual learner.  The photos go down 
the left column and then down the right before moving onto the next page. X 
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I hope you’ve enjoyed creating this bag.  If you fancy making one for yourself, I’d be grateful if you 
would stick by a couple of rules. 

This tutorial has been created for your personal use and is provided free of charge.  Please do not use 
the design for magazine submissions or contest entries.  If you are a Stampin’ Up! Demonstrator, 

please feel free to use this design for your classes, however please don’t redistribute this tutorial in any 
form.  Please direct your customers to my blog so they can download their own instructions.  If you 

post any pictures of bags you have made using this tutorial on your blog, please give credit where it’s 
due, and direct your visitors to my blog so they can download the instructions for themselves.  Many 

thanks. X 
 

Created and Designed by Valerie Moody 
Blog: http://stampingwithval@wordpress.com 


